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abuse of corporate form see corporate form, misuse and abuse
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abuse of position, fraud as 6, 27, 322–3
abuse of position of trust adjustment, insider trading crimes, sentencing 255
abuse of rights and fraud, difference between 339
accountability
  breaches, and fiduciary duties 741–2
  international development assistance 413–14, 415
  principle, Indonesia 171
accountability and responsibility in financial sector 239–49
  ‘comply or explain’ system of corporate governance (UK) 246–7
consumer protection 248
cultural differences 729–31
directors and senior managers, governance improvements 240–41, 243, 244–6, 247–9
EU legislation 244–5, 246–7
Financial Stability Board (FSB) guidelines 239–40
international organisations and financial regulation 239–40
monitoring and supervision requirements 241, 243–4, 248–9
personnel management processes and succession plans 241–2, 247
regulatory shortfalls 243–4
remuneration and incentive schemes 243
risk management and culture 241, 242–5
shareholder pressure, dealing with 243
systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs), board responsibilities 240–42
UK, Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), risk management supervision 247–8, 249
UK, Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards, ‘special measures’ tool 248–9
see also corporate governance and responsibility; hedge fund regulation development; management
disqualification in companies and financial institutions
accountants see auditors
advance-fee frauds 368–9
see also computer related fraud
advertising and click-frauds 369
see also computer related fraud
Afghanistan
  Afghan Public Protection Force (APPF) 438
  Afghanistan Reconstruction aid 501
  corruption and public policy 437–8, 439–40, 442
  ‘Warlords Inc.’ report 439, 442
  agency law, fiduciary duty of loyalty 181–2
  agency relationship, South Africa, corporate criminal responsibility 195, 196
  agency theory, and corporate governance 160, 164
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Amaranth Advisors collapse 149–50
see also hedge fund regulation development
Angola, FATF Mutual Evaluation Report 476–7
anti-corruption see corruption
anti-money laundering see money laundering
Anton Piller search order 710
armed forces and corruption-related offences 60–61
art crimes 79–81
see also trafficking crimes
assets and asset recovery
  affirmative asset partitioning 103–4
  civil asset recovery see civil asset recovery company as asset protection device, vulnerability of 105–6
  and criminal property pursuit see criminal property pursuit and asset recovery
  civil asset recovery fraud in civil law 317
  misappropriation 58, 59, 91, 97, 210–11, 216, 252, 269, 395, 704–5
  ‘proceeds of crime’, understanding of 537–8
UK, Department for International Development (DFID), asset recovery facilitation 415, 416
World Bank, Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR) 415, 742
see also confiscation; fraud and restitution auditors
China, National Audit Office (NAO) 422
company’s audit responsibilities 635
false accounting, UK criminal fraud 324
auditors and fraud detection 612–24
audit firm size and audit quality 623
auditing methods 618–20
auditing profession, criticism of 612–13
auditor principles 614–15
clarification of auditing responsibilities 615–16
client integrity evaluation 621–2
corporate culture effects 618, 620
‘dirtier data-processing’ involvement 622, 623
early court cases 613–14
European Commission Green Paper 617
financial statements, credibility of 617
firm’s responsibilities 635
fraud triangle model 617–18
International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) 615–16
organisational structure and management style 618
professional scepticism 616, 620–22
professional scepticism, audit risk levels 621–2
professional scepticism, maintenance of 616
public confidence, restoring 616–17
training effects 621
see also businesses; corporate governance
Australia
anti-money laundering regulation 536
Competition Act 125, 127–8
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 127, 143
corporate financial assistance rule 108
corporate takeovers and shareholder protection 111
Corporations Law 589
criminalisation of cartel conduct 128–32, 143
‘data retention’ legislation 585
Fair Work Act 592
fraudulent breach of trust 333
insolvent trading 109
leaking of sensitive information 585
online fraud 368, 369
Privacy Act 594–5
Public Information Disclosures Act 587–8, 592, 594, 595, 598
Public Interest Disclosure Act 586–7
Public Service Act 1999 (PS Act) 587, 593, 594
unfair competition 128–32, 135, 141, 143
whistleblower protection see whistleblower protection, Australian legislation
authoritarian rule and corruption 438–9
see also corruption and public policy in post-conflict states
banking
bank’s due diligence undertakings’ failure, UK 515
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
235, 239, 279, 280
civil litigation risks 514–17
crisis see financial crisis
Indonesia see Indonesia, corporate governance and social responsibility in banking institutions
see also financial crime headings
bankruptcy see insolvency
bars to extradition see under extradition process
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
235, 239, 279, 280
beneficial ownership, hiding 681
see also offshore issues in policing financial crime
benefit to defendant, determination of, UK, Proceeds of Crime Act 450, 451–2, 453–4
‘big business’ presence 52
see also crimes of the powerful (CoP) and legitimisation
boards of directors see directors
botnets 371–2, 642
see also computer related fraud
bribery
income creation through 451
International Criminal Court, possible future inclusion 672–3
OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials 60, 386
patronage and bribery in post-conflict states 437–8, 439, 440–41, 442
receipt of secret commission or bribe 336
and terrorism 92
UK Bribery Act, extra-territorial jurisdiction 431–2
bribery and corruption, legal mechanisms to control, UK 381–93
Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001) 386
Bribery Act effects 382, 387
bribery extent 382
civil fines 391–2
corporate criminal liability introduction 384–5
criminal offence types 383–4
criminalisation of bribery, and legal reform 382–5
enforcement mechanisms 389–93
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) involvement 388–9, 390, 391–3, 749
financial sanctions 390–93
Financial Services Association involvement 387–8, 390–93
Financial Services and Markets Act (2000) 387–8, 390, 391
integrity objective and financial system protection 388
international legislative measures 385–7
Law Commission Report on bribery reform 386–7
law enforcement and regulatory agencies 387–9
sentencing 389–90
Serious Fraud Office (SFO) involvement 387, 389
see also corruption
Bribery Ordinance and unexplained wealth identification, Hong Kong 751
businesses
‘big business’ presence and crimes of the powerful 52
business judgment rule 178
company as asset protection device, vulnerability of 105–6
continuity planning 301, 305, 311–12
employers as victims 10–11
management disqualification see management disqualification in companies and financial institutions
organisation types, and vulnerability analysis 302, 303
organisational structure 296, 618
profits derived from criminal activity (undocumented workers) 450–51
whistleblower protection see whistleblower protection
see also auditors and fraud detection; corporate governance; management
Canada
anti-money laundering regulation 533–4
chip and PIN technology effects on computer related fraud 372
cybersecurity foreign policy plan 645
police and financial services industry partnerships 49
Capital Requirements Regulations, EU 295
capitalism, Standing Commission on Responsible Capitalism suggestion 162–3
capitalism and democracy, Russia 53–4
capitalist system, inherent instability 225–7
‘carding’ 371
see also computer related fraud
CARIN (Camden Assets Recovery Interagency Network) 472
see also confiscation and forfeiture
cartels see under unfair competition and crime
Cayman Islands, Criminal Procedure Code and confiscation of funds 681–2
Chabra jurisdiction (freezing orders against third parties) 709
charismatic leadership influences and corruption 436–7
see also corruption and public policy in post-conflict states
China
Companies Statute and fiduciary accountability 741
Corporations Act and family interests 730
insolvency-related crime 214
International Association of Anti-Corruption Authorities (IAACA) role 411
self-laundering 483–4
China, anti-corruption measures 411–12, 419–34
Anti-Money Laundering Law 424, 434
Bank of China (BOC) investigation into foreign exchange controls 431
Committees for Discipline Inspection (CDIs) 421, 422, 424–5, 428–30
Communist Party effect on 422–3
corrupt officials relying on family and friends to seek payments 427–8
corruption risk focus 430–31
death penalties 425, 426, 433
economic reform effects 420–21, 425–6, 431
extradition treaty issues 432–3
future direction 431–4
history of 419–21
initiatives 422–3, 428–31, 433
international collaboration 431–2, 433
intra-party rules and regulations 424–5
‘naked officials’ (bureaucrats whose family members have emigrated) 430–31, 432–3
National Audit Office (NAO) 422
National Bureau of Corruption Prevention of China (NBCP) 422
online reporting 429–30
People’s Procuratorate investigatory agency 421–2, 427
political power involvement 422–3, 427, 433–4
regulation and punishment 421–6
regulation and punishment, Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption initiative 422–3, 428–31, 433
typologies and scale 426–8
UK Bribery Act extra-territorial jurisdiction 431–2
UN Conventions against Corruption (UNCAC) signatory 432
US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act extra-territorial jurisdiction 431, 432, 433
whistleblower protection 423–4
China, insider trading regulation 262–78
administrative liability 266–7, 275
‘ban of market entry’ 274
business activities of specific issuer of securities 271–2
compulsory disclosure events 272
criminal liability 267, 274–5, 276
direct purchase or disposal 273
enforcement programme assessment 275–7
Everbright Securities abnormal trading 277
government officials, prohibition from speculating (1933) 263–4
history 262–7
information disclosure methods 269–70, 272, 273
‘information-connection’ test 268
inside information definition 269–72
insider dealing opportunities 732
insider identification 268–9
integrity of capital market, protection of 265, 275
Municipal regulations 264–5
‘person-connection’ test 266
post-announcement waiting period 270
prohibited conducts 272–4
‘publishable information’ test 269–70
sanctions 274–5, 277
securities, ‘effect on the price’ approach 271
Securities Law 267
‘sensitive period’ 272–3
stock market listings 262, 263
‘suggesting’ to another person to purchase securities 273–4
third party disclosure 273–4
chip and PIN technology effects 372
see also computer related fraud
citizen empowerment 36–7, 743–5
see also consumer welfare
civil asset recovery
and confiscation see confiscation and forfeiture, UK
criminal property pursuit 457–61
non-conviction based see non-conviction based forfeiture
reparations scheme, International Criminal Court 677–8
restrictions, anti-money laundering regulation 537
and terrorism 89–90, 91, 96–7, 542–7
civil asset recovery, tracing and freezing, UK 703–13
Anton Piller search order 710
asset disclosure order 709
asset tracing process 704
Chabra jurisdiction (freezing orders against third parties) 709
cross-examination request 706, 710
discharge applications 707
dissipation of assets risk 706, 707
fraud, evidence of 704, 707
freezing orders 703–9
freezing orders, effectiveness of 703–5
full and frank disclosure by applicant 706–7
jurisdiction choice 705–6
Mareva injunction 705, 709
misuse by litigants seeking to disadvantage a defendant 704
passport order 710
property preservation order 710
receiver appointment 710
third parties, effects on 708–9
timing, importance of 705, 713
value and costs 707–8
worldwide freezing orders 708, 713
civil asset recovery, tracing and freezing, UK, overseas cases 711–13
civil law equivalents 711–12
countries where freezing injunctions not available 711
English freezing orders in support of foreign cases 712–13
gagging orders 713
timing, importance of 713
civil asset recovery, US 496–506
Civil Asset Forfeiture Reform Act (CAFRA) 503, 505
“civil forfeiture” terminology 496
community protection measures 498
cooperation between state and federal law enforcement agencies 498
criminal property pursuit 457–9
as deterrent 497
due process concerns 502–5
Eighth Amendment and Excessive Fines Clause 504
innocent owner defence 503
presumption of innocence and burden of proof 503
property that can be forfeited 499
reasons for 496–8
“restitution” and “restoration” processes 497–8
self-incrimination, right to a stay, and adverse inferences 504–5
Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel 505
civil asset recovery, US, non-conviction based forfeiture 498–502
advantages 500–502
criminal case prosecuted elsewhere 502
defendant has died 500
forfeiture uncontested 500
interests of justice do not require criminal conviction 501
property belongs to third party 500–501
wrongdoer is fugitive 501
wrongdoer is unknown 500
civil claim, injury suffered by state enforceable as 464–5, 468–9
civil disgorgement remedy, insider trading 251
civil enforcement bribery and corruption fines 391–2
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victim 326–7, 455–6
whistleblower protection, Australia 593–4
compensation, executive 160, 229, 232, 236, 237, 286
competition, unfair see unfair competition and crime
Competition Act, Australia 125, 127–8
compliance, and control liability see control liability and compliance in financial institutions
compliance officer issues in financial sector 279–87
anti-corruption measures 284
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 279
complexity issues of products and services 282–3
cyber security and cyber crime 284
erly red flag indicators, importance of 285–6
ethical conduct and Integrated Risk Management Committees 286
financial crisis effects 280–81, 282
international developments and trends 285
market misconduct and crime prevention 283–4
money laundering and terrorist financing measures 283
monitoring international developments and trends 285
product development cycle involvement, need for 282–3
regulation, current 280–81
risk management 281–2, 283, 285
Shariah compliance risk, need for understanding of 283
specialised training 284–5
team working, need for 285
see also control liability and compliance in financial institutions; enforcement
crime
computer related fraud 366–77
advance-fee frauds 368–9
advertising and click-frauds 369
botnets and spam generation 371–2, 642
chip and PIN technology effects 372
credit card skimming and ‘carding’ 371
cybercrimes and computer misuse provisions 373–4
fraudulent sales 368
hacking 370–71, 642, 644
identity crime 369–71, 374–6
international cooperation 376–7
investment schemes 368
legal responses 372–6
malware 370–71
online payment mechanisms, misuse of 368
phishing 43, 370, 371, 642
spam 371–2, 642
traditional offences, need for adaptation of legal response 373
UK Computer Misuse Act (1990) 645
see also cybercrime; internet; technology
confidence building see financial system, engendering confidence
confidentiality rights 509, 532–4
confiscation
Hong Kong, anti-money laundering regime 120–21
orders, UK, Proceeds of Crime Act 325–6, 327, 450
post-conviction laws 535
priorities, UK, Proceeds of Crime Act 448–9
rates of proceeds of crime 746
value of property as 455
see also civil asset recovery
confiscation and forfeiture, UK 462–72
CARIN (Camden Assets Recovery Interagency Network) 472
civil claim, injury suffered by state enforceable as 464–5, 468–9
Community Cashback Schemes 470
confiscation mechanism and Proceeds of Crime Act (2002) 464–5, 469, 470
confiscation rates 746
criminal lifestyle assumption 464, 466–8
criminal lifestyle assumption, variations in calculation 465–6
distinction between (conviction versus non-conviction base) 462–3
European Convention on Human Rights, confiscation as penalty 465, 469, 471
fiscal benefits of allowing direct incentivisation 471–2
forfeiture without conviction is not substitute for conviction 470–71
forfeiture without conviction and no feasible option to prosecute 471
funding and incentivisation 469–70
international consensus on core principles, need for 470–72
international impetus for consensus and cooperation 463–4
non-conviction based asset forfeiture, justification for 468–9
prosecution process underpins use of civil standard of proof 471
Scottish asset forfeiture agency 465–6, 471
standard of proof implications 463–4, 465
conflicts of interest and corporate executives see fiduciary duty of loyalty, corporate executives and conflicts of interest
hedge fund regulation development 147
conspiracy, antitrust 132, 133–9
conspiracy to defraud 26, 321, 323–4, 478, 555
consumer welfare
accountability and responsibility in financial sector 248
citizen empowerment 36–7, 743–5
commercial and consumer fraud distinction 29–30
indifference of some traders to well-being of clients 39, 40
individual members of public as victims 10
and unfair competition 131
see also ethical conduct
control liability and compliance in financial institutions, UK 625–37
company’s audit responsibilities 635
compliance officers’ role 632
control liability concept 626–8
‘control person’ definition 627
‘control person’ risk 632–3, 634
disclosure of control liabilities 630
enforcement practice 630–31
evasion 631
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 628
financial crime definition 628
Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act (2013) 634
Financial Services and Markets Act 628
governance and risk management systems and controls 635
individual accountability, culture and ethics 633–5
insider trading 629
institutional risk and costs 629–31
‘partnered approach’ recommendation 635–6
Proceeds of Crime Act (2002) 628, 629
regulatory governance 628–33
regulatory risk considerations 627–8, 632–4, 635
statement of expectation 633–6
suspicious activity reporting 629, 636
see also compliance officer issues in financial sector; enforcement
control measures for bribery and corruption see bribery and corruption, legal mechanisms to control
conviction rate concerns 736–7
see also sentencing
cooperation see international cooperation
CoP see crimes of the powerful (CoP) and legitimisation
corporate control liability, strategic tools and future development 743–4
corporate criminal liability introduction, UK 384–5
corporate criminal responsibility, South Africa see South Africa, corporate criminal responsibility
corporate criminals 12
corporate executives see executives
corporate form, misuse and abuse 103–12
affirmative asset partitioning 103–4
company as asset protection device, vulnerability of 105–6
corporate financial assistance rule, Australia 108
corporate veil piercing 104–6
disguised returns of capital 107–8
insolvent trading and shareholder interests 109–10
proper purpose rule for directors 106–7, 108
property characteristic of company, misusing 106–7
real estate investment trusts (REITs), corporate form 103
share interest disclosure 106
takeovers and shareholder interests 110–11
corporate governance
directors and senior managers, risk management and governance improvements 240–41, 243, 244–6, 247–9
Indonesia see Indonesia, corporate governance and social responsibility in banking institutions
management disqualification see management disqualification in companies and financial institutions, UK
OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 172–3
requirements, UK, Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 295–6
whistleblower protection 589, 601
see also auditors and fraud detection;
businesses; directors; executives;
management
corporate governance and responsibility 155–65
and agency theory 160, 164
corporate governance and corporate (social) responsibility as separate subjects 160–61, 162
drivers of corporate governance debate 156–8
economic success as driver 156–7
executive compensation 160, 229, 232, 236, 237, 286
financial crises effects 157–8, 162–3, 166–7, 173–4
future research 164
global considerations and legal implications 163–5
incentive mechanisms and shareholder alignment 157
institutional perspective 164–5
paradigm shift 161–3
shareholder primacy and shareholder value maximisation 155–6, 157–8, 159–60, 164, 165
shareholder vote legislation 158
short-termism problems 157, 160
Standing Commission on Responsible Capitalism suggestion 162–3
voluntary nature 161–2, 163, 164
see also accountability and responsibility in financial sector
corporate veil piercing 104–6
Corporations Act and family interests, China 730
Corporations Law, Australia 589
corruption
bribery and corruption see bribery and corruption, legal mechanisms to control
China see China, anti-corruption measures
compliance officer issues and anti-corruption measures 284
crime and criminals, characteristics 7–8
embezzlement by political leaders 447–8
EU Convention on the Fight against Corruption 386
EU Criminal Law Convention on Corruption 60
and Financial Action Task Force 661, 667
as non-cooperation reason 666–7
“old” and “new” distinction 8, 11
strategic tools and future development see strategic tools and future development, corruption
and terrorism see terrorism and economic crime, corruption
corruption and international development assistance 405–18
‘common language’ assessment 410–11
corruption causes and effects 406–7
corruption definitions 405–6
corruption measurement 406
Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) concerns 406
economic development and corruption proceeds 407–8
enforcement issues 410
funding issues 410, 412–13, 415, 416
international legal efforts 409–12
monitoring issues 410
sovereignty perception challenges 409–10
state practices, effects on 411
United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), compliance measures 411–12
corruption and international development assistance, UK, Department for International Development (DFID) 412–16
asset recovery involvement 415, 416
corruption level and poverty impact, limited 414–15
country strategy reports 413–14
criminal justice approach, activities to strengthen 416
direct budget support and technical assistance balance 414
International Centre for Asset Recovery, support for 415
technical assistance and capacity building programmes 414
transparency and accountability 413–14, 415
corruption, new strategies 394–404
collective action principles 400
corruption as both economic and political problem 398
future research 403–4
ICT-based tools 400
implementation role and distortion 402–4
institutionalist approach 400–402
nature and cause of corruption, lack of agreement on 399–400
neoclassical to new institutional economics change 398–9, 401
past strategies 396–9, 401
principal–agent theory 398, 400
public choice theory as past strategy 396–7, 398–9, 401
public policy design distortion 402–3
see also strategic tools and future development
Corruption Perception Index (CPI) concerns 406
corruption and public policy in post-conflict states 435–43
Afghanistan 437–8, 439, 442
anti-corruption programmes, need for development of 442
authoritarian rule 438–9
charismatic leadership influences 436–7
ethnic affiliation influences 436–7, 439
group protection needs 437–8
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) involvement 439, 440
Iraqi politics and corruption 438, 440–42
Iraqi politics and corruption, military and security needs 441–2
Iraqi politics and corruption, security personnel salaries 441
liberal democratic states, practice differences influencing intervention 436
licensing foreign security companies 438
military and aid priorities, competing 439–40
military and security needs 437
patronage and bribery 437–8, 439, 440–41, 442
public salaries, withholding 439
Western involvement, criticism of 439
cost factors see funding issues
counterfeiting and forgery 9–10, 18, 24, 34, 59, 78–9, 373
credit card skimming and ‘carding’ 371
see also computer related fraud
creditors’ rights, fraud against (Paulian action), France 338, 339, 342–4, 346
crime control definition xxx
crime disruption and use of intelligence 638–46
bot networks 642
conventional wisdom 639–40
crime controller categories and effectiveness 640, 641
cybercrime as FBI priority 642–3, 644
cybercrime targeting, US/UK comparison 643
cyberspace effects 638–9, 641–6
environmental crime theory 639–40, 642
EU Convention on Cybercrime 377, 644–5
hacking 370–71, 642, 644
intellectual property crime 23, 642
intelligence collection 640, 641, 642–3
international collaboration, need for 644–6
Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs), effectiveness concerns 635, 643–4
phishing website detection 642
Problem Oriented Policing (POP) model 639–40, 644
spam 642
crime seriousness measurement, insider trading crimes 253–4
crimes of the powerful (CoP) and legitimisation 51–62
“big business” presence 52
global financial and economic architecture effects 53
inconsistency claims 52
offender and offence types 52–3
theoretical controversies and categorisation 51–3
crimes of the powerful (CoP) and legitimisation, Russia 53–62
anti-corruption drive 55, 60–61
armed forces and corruption-related offences 60–61
capitalism and democracy 53–4
collective offences 58
corporate fraud as threat to Russian companies 58–9
economic crime statistics 56–7
embezzlement 59–60
fraud offences 57–60
hostile takeovers 61–2
insider information, illegal use of 61
international conventions against corruption, party to 60
legal persons free from criminal liability 58
market manipulation 61
money laundering laws, re-examination of 57
privatisation, illegitimate and damaging character 54
real standard of living reduction 54
regulatory and legal system shortcomings 54–6
sanctions for participating in corporate fraud 58
criminal burden of proof, and unfair competition 131
criminal case prosecuted elsewhere, non-conviction based forfeiture 502
see also civil asset recovery, US, non-conviction based forfeiture
criminal characteristics see economic crime and criminals, characteristics
criminal culpability, strategic tools and future development 745–6
criminal fraud see fraud in criminal law
criminal intelligence use, organised economic crime 70–72, 74
criminal justice approach to corruption, activities to strengthen 416
criminal justice system and UK common law 553–62
activities to strengthen 416
banking crisis prosecutions, lack of 558
Bribery Act amendment suggestion, inclusion of company employees 560–61
civil recovery and Proceeds of Crime Act (2002) 561
Deferred Prosecution Agreement tool, use of 561
disclosure obligations 556–8
electronic surveillance use 560
failed prosecutions and US RICO legislation comparison 558–9
Fraud Act (2006) 558
fraud as deception 553–4
fraud trial process problems and judicial decisions 556–7
future direction 558–62
history 554–5
interview information as evidence 557
legal aid 555
right to silence 557
sentencing regime 560
trial before a judge alone or with professional assessors, call for 561–2
witness testimony 559–60
see also criminal penalties; judicial approaches; sanctions; sentencing
criminal law
EU Criminal Law Convention on Corruption (2009) 60
fraud see fraud in criminal law
fraud concept, English law history 25–7
money laundering, serious crime and human rights balance 534–8
criminal liability
China, insider trading regulation 267, 274–5, 276
corporate criminal liability introduction 384–5
fraud and subjective dishonesty 328
criminal lifestyle determination 450, 452–5, 464, 466–8
criminal penalties
death penalties, China 425, 426, 433
insolvency-related crime 207, 208, 210, 211, 213, 215
unfair competition and crime 141
see also criminal justice system; judicial approaches; sanctions; sentencing
criminal procedural norms, judicial resistance to 719
criminal property pursuit and asset recovery,
UK 447–61
civil recovery 457–61
civil recovery, US contrast 457–9
corruption and embezzlement by political leaders 447–8
criminal property definition 448
drug trafficking effects 447
‘innocent owners’ provision 459–61
prison sentences as deterrent 447, 448
victims of theft, protection of 459
criminal property pursuit and asset recovery,
UK, Proceeds of Crime Act 448–57
assets held abroad 454
benefit to defendant, determination of 450, 451–2, 453–4
business profits derived from criminal activity, (undocumented workers) 450–51
compensation award to alleged offender after case dismissal 456–7
confiscation order hearing 450
confiscation priorities 448–9
criminal conviction dependency 449
criminal lifestyle, determination of 450, 452–5
foreign nationals who commit crimes abroad 449
hearing requirements 450, 451–2
income creation through bribery 451
money laundering offences, restrictions on 454–5
proceeds of overseas crimes 449, 451–2, 454–5
repeat offenders 453–4
value of property as confiscation 455
victims of crime and compensation 455–6
criminalisation of bribery, and legal reform 382–5
cultural differences, and transparency and disclosure 729–31
cybercrime
compliance officer issues 284
costs xxxiii-xxxiv
crime and criminals, characteristics 9, 13–14
crime types 641–2
cyber attacks and hacking 45
and cybersecurity 311
encoded digital media, dealing with 567
EU Convention on Cybercrime 377, 644–5
as FBI priority 642–3, 644
intelligence use and cyberspace effects 638–9, 641–6
ownership problems 68, 73, 74
targeting, US/UK comparison 643
terrorism and cyber technologies 547–8
see also computer related fraud; internet; technology
data
‘data retention’ legislation 585
‘dirtier data-processing’ involvement 622, 623
De Larosière Report, EU 243–4
death of defendant, civil asset recovery 500
death penalties, China 425, 426, 433
dept see insolvent
defendant benefit, determination of, UK
Proceeds of Crime Act 450, 451–2, 453–4
Deferred Prosecution Agreements 227, 561, 571, 700–701
definitions
company 716
compliance 288
‘control person’ 627
corruption 394–6, 405–6
crime control xxx
criminal property 448
economic crime 3–4
extradition process 647
financial crime xxviii-xxxi, xxix, xxxi-xxxii
33–4, 628
fraud concept 15–16
hedge fund 145
inside information 269–72
offshore 679–80
organised economic crime 66–7, 68–9
tax fraud xxix
whistleblower 586–7
derivatives market 232–3, 237
see also hedge fund regulation development
detection
and auditors see auditors and fraud detection
phishing website 642
strategic tools and future development 733–5
whistleblower protection, early detection and forewarning of malpractice 598
deterrence
civil asset recovery as 497
practicalities see financial crime deterrence practicalities
‘visible deterrence’ policy implementation 225
developing countries 660, 666, 742–3
see also individual countries
development assistance see corruption and international development assistance
diamond smuggling report, Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 283
dictum meum pactum (my word is my bond) approach 37
see also historical perspective of financial crime
directors
accountability and responsibility 240–41, 243, 244–6, 247–9
civil liability, insolvenecy-related crime, China 214
corporate governance see corporate governance
duty of care 721
proper purpose rule 106–7, 108
shadow directors 207, 208, 212
see also corporate governance; executives
dirtier data-processing’ involvement 622, 623
see also auditors and fraud detection

discharge applications, civil asset recovery 707
disclosure
asset disclosure order 709
control liabilities 630
and cultural differences 729–31
decisions, white-collar crimes 575–6
failure, and fraud and restitution 328, 329
fraud cases regime, UK 567–8
full and frank, civil asset recovery 706–7
full and frank disclosure by applicant, civil
asset recovery 706–7
information sharing decisions 564
insider trading regulation, China 269–70,
272, 273
insolvency-related crime, US 210
leaking and disclosure, difference between
585
obligations, criminal justice system, UK
common law 556–8
Public Information Disclosures Act,
Australia 587–8, 592, 594, 595, 598
Public Interest Disclosure Act, Australia
586–7
public sector disclosures, importance of
589–90
share interest 106
third party 273–4, 704
see also non-disclosure
dishonesty
objective, and criminal liability 328
test, and criminal fraud 323
dissipation of assets risk 706, 707
dol (deceit) and fraud, interchangeable use,
France 339, 341
double jeopardy rule 578, 648–9
double-criminality requirements, offshore
jurisdictions 686–7
“dressed-up” fraud, France 348–9
drug trafficking 46–7, 48, 302, 447, 672,
676–7
dual criminality problems, money laundering
offences 478, 479, 484
due diligence
bank’s undertakings’ failure 515
financial crime deterrence practicalities 300,
306–7, 310
due process concerns, civil asset recovery
502–5
duty of care, directors 721
duty of loyalty see fiduciary duty of loyalty
duty to report offences, Hong Kong,
anti-money laundering regime 116–17
economic crime and criminals, characteristics
3–14
corporate criminals 12
corruption 7–8, 11
counterfeit products 9–10
cybercrime 9, 13–14
economic crime definitions 3–4
employers as victims 10–11
and financial crisis see financial crisis,
economic crime and development links
fraud 6–7, 13
individual members of public as victims 10
market as victim 11, 13, 14
money laundering 8, 12, 13
organised crime groups 13–14
politically exposed persons (PEPs) as
criminals 7, 13
rogue insiders as criminals 13
smuggling 6
state as victim 11
victim categorisation 10–11
white-collar and blue-collar crime, first use
of terms 4–5
see also financial crime headings
economic democracy principle, Indonesia 168
economic effects
China, anti-corruption measures 420–21,
425–6, 431
economic development and corruption
proceeds 407–8
economic success as driver of corporate
governance 156–7
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